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To: ERAC (European Research Area and Innovation Committee)

Delegations will find attached the PowerPoint presentation concerning the item 3 of the ERAC plenary agenda of 17 December 2019.
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PROGRAMME PRIORITIES
RESEARCH AND INNOVATION & SPACE
1 January - 30 June 2020
A strong Europe in a world of challenges
EU2020HR PRIORITIES

1. A EUROPE THAT DEVELOPS
   Balanced and sustainable development of the Union and its Member States

2. A EUROPE THAT CONNECTS
   Networked economy and used potentials

3. A EUROPE THAT PROTECTS
   A safer Union and its citizens

4. AN INFLUENTIAL EUROPE
   Global leader and strong partner to neighbours
RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
EU2020HR PRIORITIES (R&I)

I. Advance negotiations on ongoing files
   • *challenging preconditions: Multiannual Financial Framework, Brexit*

II. Encourage discussions on framework conditions for researchers (*brain circulation*) and role of R&I for *future jobs*
EU2020HR PRIORITIES (R&I)

• LEGISLATION
  • Horizon Europe
  • EIT
  • Euratom Research and Training Programme
  • ITER
  • Partnerships

• BRAIN CIRCULATION
  • Events prior to HRPRES
  • Policy debates
  • Presidency events
  • Zagreb Call for Action

• FUTURE JOBS
  • Presidency events
Priority: BRAIN CIRCULATION

- Prosperity of Researchers
- Brain Circulation
- Inclusiveness and Participation
- Strengthening Collaborative Networks
- Complementarity and Responsibility on National Level
Priority: BRAIN CIRCULATION

Technical preparations (2019):

- EURAXESS Stakeholder Event, 22 October 2019
- „national” Round Table on Brain Circulation, 27 November 2019
- ERAC Workshop, 16 December 2019

- Informal Meeting of Research Ministers, Zagreb, 3-4 February 2020

- MSCA PRES Conference, Zagreb, 27-28 April 2020 (Zagreb Call for Action)
EU2020HR EVENTS (R&I)

Flagship Conferences in Croatia

• SSH: 11-13 March, 2020, Opatija
• HEALTH: 6-8 April, 2020, Zagreb
• WIRE: 22-24 April, 2020, Split
• MSCA: 27-28 April, 2020, Zagreb
EU2020HR EVENTS (R&I)

Opatija, Croatia

• 45th ERAC Plenary
  (30-31 March 2020)
SPACE
EU2020HR PRIORITIES: SPACE

Space Programme Regulation - advancing negotiations

Contribution of Space to Future Jobs
Priority: FUTURE JOBS

- Policy debate
- Presidency events
- Council Conclusions
EU2020HR EVENTS: SPACE - provisional calendar

CROATIA

• 14th Annual RIN Baška GNSS Conference  
  (17-21 May, Baška, Island of Krk)

• Earth Observation Summit, EO4GEO  
  Progress Meeting, Space Information  
  Day, „Eyes on Earth” Roadshow  
  (2-5 June, Zagreb)

• ESA-Croatia EO Workshop 2020  
  (5-6 March, Zagreb)

• Space Attaché Trip  
  (8-10 June, Višnjan, Istria)
Looking forward to welcoming you to Croatia!